Web Modules, Browser-based Clients and Mobile Apps for the OnGuard Platform

Extending our platform to support your evolving need for mobile solutions.

OnGuard modules, clients and apps expand the world of security possibilities.

OnGuard provides an array of modules, clients and apps to help you keep pace with an increasingly mobile work place. These tools leverage the power of the cloud to simplify operations, improve security and support the mobility of today’s workforce.
Extend your OnGuard® experience.

Leveraging OnGuard modules, clients and apps in your OnGuard system turns an excellent security management solution into an exceptional one. These OnGuard utilities not only increase system functionality, they also improve your overall user experience and provide a path to view, manage and authorize in an increasingly mobile and remote workplace.

Integrating seamlessly with the OnGuard platform, these expansive tools can be easily launched, viewed and managed using the convenient Lenel® Console—a unified launch pad that ties core, browser-based and third-party components of the system into one.

Mobile- and Web-based Clients and Apps enhance your OnGuard system.

ONGUARD BROWSER-BASED CLIENTS

Visitor Client
A browser-based client for managing visitor access, it’s intuitive interface is designed for use on a web page or tablet and supports a full service experience for visitors. This web client makes it easy for front desk attendants to import details of a group of visitors, select badge type, and print badges on the spot.

Monitor Client
The mobile way to monitor access events and associated video, this lightweight browser-based module allows users to monitor live LVNR video from a tile in the client UI, customize views, view event video, and view pre-event video as well.

Users Client
Intuitive and accessible, this module offers system administrators a new browser-based toolset to manage users in the OnGuard system. System administrators can perform user account management and maintenance in the browser client. And for added security, the module also supports the configuration of password policies.

Credentials Client
This module offers a browser-based alternative to the traditional OnGuard ID Credential Center Windows® application. Cardholders can securely access credentialing through a web browser on their desktop, laptop or tablet, regardless of operating system.

Access Manager Client
Designed with the user in mind, this flexible browser-based client provides a simplified and customizable access rights management tool for the OnGuard system. When used in conjunction with Cardholder Self Service (CSS), this client provides back end handling of automated access requests received from CSS.
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ONGUARD WEB MODULES

Cardholder Self Service Module
Designed with an easy-to-use, web-based interface, this module empowers cardholders to self-manage access requests and allows access managers to conveniently approve, deny or hold requests—all while providing an audit trail for access-request decisions.

WATCH and WATCH lite
OnGuard WATCH (Web Access Trending and Comprehensive Health) and WATCH lite modules are web-based, forensic analysis tools that collect system data and display it on customizable, user-friendly dashboards, providing users with an easy way to view important system detail.

Policies Module
Ideal for applications where access control is mission critical, this module ensures the OnGuard system configurations are correctly enforcing access rights and security policies. The module helps save money by improving operational efficiency, while helping reduce risk exposure.

MOBILE APPS

OnGuard Visitor Self Service App (VSS)
An intuitive mobile application, this tool automates guest procedures and streamlines the visitor management process. Pre-registration saves time and provides security personnel with key information about visitors to the property ahead of time.

Lenel® BlueDiamond™ Mobile
A smart alternative to plastic badges, mobile credentials enabled through BlueDiamond mobile app offer convenience without compromising security. Credentials can be easily allocated to new phones or people, and remotely deactivated. BlueDiamond mobile app and components are tightly integrated with OnGuard, allowing one-click issuance and management of mobile credentials.

COMPATIBILITY
Although OnGuard modules, clients and apps are designed to work seamlessly with the OnGuard platform, not all components work with all versions of OnGuard. To learn more, please contact your LenelS2 representative for exact details on compatibility.